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This note is concerned with the distribution of the zeros of certain entire 
functions which appear in the study of difference-integral and differential- 
difference-integral equations (cf. [l-3]). We shall deal first with a typical 
problem and generalize later. The equation 
p(t - 1) - p)(t - 2) = ,I-, K(t - s) p)(s) ds = j’ K(s) p)(t - s) ds, 
0 
with K(s) integrable, has an exponential solution p)(t) = eZt if and only if z 
is a zero of the characteristic function 
y(z) = e-” - e-2z - j: e-lb K(s) ds = e-z [I - e-” - ez j-1 e-rs K(s) ds] . 
Exponential solutions are important, for example, in a Laplace transform 
treatment of the equation. 
Since Y(z) is an entire function of exponential type and Y(e) is bounded, 
the zeros r,eien, n = 1, 2, * * *, of Y(z) satisfy Xr;’ 1 cos 0, ] < 00 (cf., e.g., 
[4, chap. 81). This suggests that the zeros are concentrated near the imaginary 
axis. In particular, by the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma and RouchB’s theorem, 
eY(y(Z), and hence Y(z), have zeros 27rk + O(1) as n -+ f 03. It may, there- 
fore, seem surprising that for a rather extensive class of functions K(s) there 
are zeros of Y(Z) of arbitrarily large real part. 
We shall prove the following theorem. 
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THEOREM. Let K(s) be absolutely continuous, K(0) = y  # 0, and K’(s) 
essentially bounded. Let 
where 
Y(z) = e-z [l + h(z) - eS 1: e-Zs K(s) ds] , 
h(z) ---f 0 unijomdy in y  us x ---f 00. 
Then Y(z) has zeros z, , n = -& IV, & (N + l), *a*, such that 
z, = log 1 n ( + 27fin + O(1). 
(After proving the theorem we shall indicate how the condition K(O) # 0 
can be relaxed.) 
We cannot apply the usual Abelian theorems for Laplace transforms since 
we require an estimate valid near the imaginary axis. Instead, the proof is 
based on the 
LEMMA. If A # 0, then z - Aez has zeros 5, , n = & 1, & 2, “‘, such 
that 
5, = log 1 n 1 + 2&z + O(1). 
If z - Ae” = 0 and z = - w, then wew + A = 0. The asymptotic 
distribution of the zeros of wew + A (in a form more precise than we require) 
is given by Wright [5, p. 19!3]. The lemma follows. 
We now establish the theorem. Integrate by parts to obtain 
s 
’ e-ss K(s) ds = x-l[y - e-z K(1) + B(z)] 
0 
where y = K(0) and 
B(z) = 1’ e-zs K’(s) ds = 0( l/x), x > 0. 
0 
Therefore, 
ze*Y(z) = z - ye2 + xh(z) + K(1) - e”B(x). 
Let 5, = yeCn as in Lemma 1 with A = y. Let z = i$ + 6, where 6 is a 
fixed small complex number (near zero). Then 
z - ye’ = 1, + 6 - y&n+” = 5, + S - Led = c,(l - es) + 6, 
Wz) = (5, + 6) o(l) = 4 5, I) = 4 z - ye’ I), 
eZB(x) = et,+’ B(4, + S) = y-l e’ [,B([, + 6) = &o(l) 
= 4 5, I) = 4 z - yes I). 
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Therefore, 
xe?l+?) = x - ye2 + o(l x - yt?z I). 
Consequently, by RouchC’s theorem, zeY(z) and z - ye2 have the same 
number of zeros with 1 z - [,I < 1 S (, namely one, for each sufficiently 
large 1 71 I. This establishes the theorem. 
We can relax the requirement that K(0) # 0 to some extent. For a fixed 
positive integer m, let IP-I) (s) be absolutely continuous, K(0) = *** = 
K-yO) = 0, K’“-“(O) = y # 0, and K(“)(s) essentially bounded. Then 
m integrations by parts yield 
s 
1 
eczs K(s) ds = yx-m - e+[x-l K(1) + **. + x-” K(m-i)(l)] + x-“B(z), 
0 
where B(z) = 0(1/x), x > 0, as above. Therefore 
xme*Y(x) = P - yez + z?%(x) + [.P-lK(1) + **a + K(“-1)(l)] - e*B(z). 
Consider xm - yeZ. If 5 = Aec and x = m[, then 5” = A”emc and 
P = (mA)m es. Let A = rn-lyl/” with the principal mth root to obtain 
P = yeZ. Therefore, Z” - ye” has zeros mt,, , n = f  1, f 2, **a, where 
the 5, are as in the Lemma. 
Essentially the same argument as in the proof of the theorem shows that 
Y(x) has zeros z,, , n = + N, f (N + l), *e*, such that 
x,, = m log I n 1 + 2timn + O(1). 
Again Y(x) has zeros of arbitrarily large real part. 
We now consider briefly a general differential-difference-integral equation 
of the form 
$ 2 ajkp’“‘(t - ti) = s:, K(t - s) p)(s) ds = SC K(s) p)(t - s) ds, 
j-0 &=I) 0 
where K(S) is integrable, t, < *a. < t, and, without loss of generality, 
ujv5 # 0 for j = 0, 1, **a, p. An exponential function p)(t) = ezt satisfies the 
equation if and only if x is a zero of the characteristic function 
Y(x) 2 5 uik.xke-t5Z - l: e-“K(s) ds, 
i=O k=O 
Note that 
zmvo &@ y(z) = a,, + h(x) - xmvo eta” 
s 
0 
e-*’ K(s) ds, 
0 
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where u,,,~ # 0 and 
h(z) + 0 uniformly in y as x -+ 03. 
If t, < 0, then .s-gOetoz Y(Z) -+ u,,,~ uniformly in y as x + ~0, so that the 
zeros of Y(a) are bounded above in real part. If t, > 0 then, under the con- 
ditions on K(s) assumed above, Y(Z) has zeros of arbitrarily large real part. 
The proof is essentially the same as before. 
Similarly, if t, 2 c, then the zeros of Y(Z) are bounded below in real part. 
If t, < c and K(s) satisfies the above conditions with s = 0 replaced by 
by s = c, then Y(Z) has zeros of arbitrarily small (negative, of large absolute 
value) real part. 
With the foregoing results we are able to give a complete description of the 
asymptotic distribution of the zeros of Y(Z) for a large class of kernels K(s). 
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